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A: You're not the first. You'll have to either have your router's website tell you to go there or go to the correct IP address. If you
have lots of devices, it can be useful to create a list of the routers' IP addresses in an easily accessible place and you can access

them with an IP scanner. If you can't find a list, you might consider asking on a different forum. Q: calculating percentage
between two lists of numbers I have 2 list of numbers i.e. List A: a b c d e f g h and list B 1,2,3 4,5 6,7,8,9 10,11,12,13 14,15,16

17,18,19 20,21 22,23,24,25 I want to find the percentage of values in list B which belong to list A. Like Percentage= (2/25) *
(3/15) * (1/20) *(2/10)*(2/10).... the above representation of percentage gives me 100% when all the values of list B belong to
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list A. how can i do this in faster way? NOTE: i need the percentage result at run time only, no use of iterators or storing the
entire data in a database. A: If you don't want to use any sort of looping, use an auxiliary dictionary to store your match values,

then split the results off. Here's a simple non-memory-intensive solution: import numpy as np a =
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25] b = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 f678ea9f9e
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